Lieb, Schultz and Mattis (LSM) [1] studied the S=1/2 XXZ spin chain. Theorems of LSM's paper can be applied to broader models. In the original LSM theorem it was assumed the nonfrustrating system. However, reconsidering the LSM theorem, we can extend the LSM theorem for frustrating systems.
Introduction
In statistical physics, exact solutions such as Onsager's theory for two-dimensional (2D) Ising model, Bethe Ansatz for 1D quantum systems [2, 3, 4] , Matrix product method [6, 7] , etc, have played important roles.
Besides exact solutions, there are rigorous theorems such as MerminWagner theorem, Marshall-Lieb-Mattis theorem [8, 9] , Lieb-Schultz-Mattis theorem [1] etc, which do not give quantative, but qualitative results. Since such rigorous theorems are based on symmetries, they can be applied to theorem for frustrating or nonsymmetric models (e.g. Dzyaloshinskii-Moriya interaction [14, 15] ).
The layout of the paper as follows. In section 2, we introduce the definition of symmetry operations. Section 3 is the main part of this work: we prove the continuity and the periodicity of the energy eigenstates as a function of wave number q, assuming the U(1) and the translational symmetry. Futhermore, in section 4 we discuss the discrete symmetries, i.e. the space inversion and the spin reversal. We consider the meaning of the MLM theorem in section 5. Section 6 contains the application of our theorems for various spin models. In section 7, we discuss the problems in [1, 10] and [13] , and phonomena of frustrating systems. Section 8 is conclusion.
Model, symmetries, eigenstates
In this section we consider the symmetries of the spin chain. As a typical model, we treat the following 1D generalized XXZ spin Hamiltonian: 
where (Ŝ j ) 2 = S(S + 1) (S = 1/2, 1, · · · ), with the system size L even and the periodic boundary condition (PBC): 
Hamiltonian (1) is invariant under the space inversion. And when h = 0 in (1), Hamiltonian is invariant under the spin reversal.
Symmetries
Next we enumerate the symmetry operations. Hereafter we denotê 
We define the rotational operator of z-axis aŝ
2. Translation operator by one-site:Û trl
3. Space inversion (site parity)
BecauseP 2 = 1, it is shownP −1 =P † =P and eigenvalue ofP is ±1.
Space inversion (link parity)
The link parity operator can be defined as the product of the site parity operator and the translational operator.
5. Relation between site parity and translation
There is a relation between parity and translation operation:
that is, the eigenvalue of link parity is also ±1.
Spin reversal
The operator of π rotation around y-axis is given aŝ
The eigenvalue of the operatorŜ y T is integer from the evenness of L. Therefore, we obtain that (Û We define the twisting unitary operator aŝ
then we obtain
and
Doing unitary transform (1) with twisting operator, we obtain
3.1 Main theorem Lemma 1. (Translation operator and twisting operator)
Proof.
where we usedŜ Theorem 2. In the subspace with a quantum number S z T , on the lowest energies of the three wave numbers q, q ± 2πS z T /L + 2πS, the following inequality holds:
Proof. The following combination 
since 2S is integer. Using (33) and (34), we can prove the following inequality:
where we used the variational principle, and the next relation
using translational operations, and we assume that the transverse interaction is short-range (for example |J(r)| ∝ exp(−m|r|). More detaild discussion on the interaction range is found in [18] .
[Remarks]
• The longitudinal interaction ∆(r) and the magnetic field h give no restriction on [Theorem 2].
• Although the form in line 3 of (35) seems specific for the model (1), one can show (35) for multibody interactions etc. These interactions are expressed as a sum of termŝ
where the number of the raising operators should be equal to the number of the lowering operators from the U(1) symmetry. Then it is easy to show the inequality (35). 
Continuity of energy spectra
If the energy spectrum were a step function (E(S z T ; q) = Θ(q − q s )), then from the following relations:
the inequality (32) could not be satisfied.
This result denies the step discontinuity. Consequently, possibilities for the essential discontinuity and the infinite discontinuity are denied.
Therefore, the lowest energy spectrum is continuous.
n = 2 case
Using [Theorem 2] twice, we obtain
therefore, we can prove the continuity similarly as the S integer case.
n general
One can prove the continuity similarly.
[Remark] One cannot prove the continuity of the lowest energy spectrum in the S
[Corollary] Although the lowest energy spectra of ∆S z T = ±1, ±2, · · · are continuous, the derivative of the spectra may be discontinuous. For example, it is possible a cusp-like behavior
in the neighborhood of q c . In this case, from the inequality (35), the following restriction holds:
Periodicity of energy spectra
When the special magnetizaton, the wave number change of (34) may return to the original wave number in finite times. Then using the inequality (32) several times, we can show the periodicity of the lowest energy spectra. This includes the S z T = 0 case of the original LSM [1] or [10] .
Combining (47) ×2 + (49), we obtain
On the other hand, from (48) ×2 + (49), we obtain
Therefore,
3. For general case (m, n), we can prove similarly.
Theorem 5. (Second extension of OYK theorem)
In the infinite limit, the lowest energy spectra of 
above them there is a continuum of states bounded above by [5] 
(See Fig. 1) 
Correlation
It has been said that in the case S integer and S z T = 0, there are no restrictions from the LSM theorem [10] . In general S − S z T /L integer, there is a similar statement [13] .
However in such a situation, there is a restriction on the expectation.
, the following inequality holds.
Proof. We can show (55), using the inequality (35) in [Theorem 2].
For example (1) with J(r) = δ r,1 , this means
Discrete symmetries
In this section, in addition to the translational symmetry, we will discuss discrete symmetries (space inversion, spin reversal).
Symmetry in the lowest energy spectrum
According to the Bethe Ansatz for the S=1/2 XXZ spin chain, the lowest energy spectrum is symmetric with q = π/2. This can be proven even when there is no exact result. When the Hamiltonian is invariant under the space inversion (site parity or link parity), besides the translational invariance, there is E(S z T ; −q) = E(S z T ; q) symmetry in the energy spectra. 
Proof. Combining [ Theorem 5, 6] and E(S
, we can prove this theorem.
• From the above theorem, for S half-integer case, the lowest energy spectrum of S z T = 0, ±1, ±2, · · · is symmetric with respect to q = π/2 in the infinite limit [11, 12] • This symmetry does not hold for higher energy spectra than the lowest spectrum. (See Fig. 1 
Proof. We can obtain
where we usedŜ 
Combining this relation with the fact SL is integer, we can show Eq. (60).
Link Parity
Since the twisting operator defined (25) 
Lemma 4. One can show the relation
Proof.P linkÛ twl
However, the corresponding relation for [Lemma 3] should be changed as
(66) Fig 1 (a),(b) .
Combination of discrete symmetries
According to the MLM theorem [8, 9] , one can distinguish the above two situations. Using the alternating operator:
For example, considering the J(r) = δ r,1 , ∆(r) = ∆δ r,1 case of (1), the unitary transformation with this operator is
therefore the off-diagonal elements of the Hamiltonian become nonpositive, and one can use the Perron-Frobenius theorem.
The above procedure means that in the case SL − S z T even integer the energy spectrum has a minimum at q = 0 as Fig. 1 (a) , whereas in the case SL − S z T odd integer the energy spectrum has a minimum at q = π as Fig. 1 (b) . Especially when L = 2m, energy spectrum in S z T = (S − n/m)L subspace has a minimum at q = 0.
Although for frustrating case, the above consideration may become ineffective, one may expect such an even-odd difference in the SL−S z T subspace.
Application to several models
In this section we apply our theorems to several models, other than (1).
XXZ spin chain with next-nearest-neighbor interaction
We consider XXZ spin chain with next-nearest-neighbor (NNN) interaction:
This Hamiltonian is invariant with z-axis rotation, translation, space inversion(link parity, site parity), and π rotation around y-axis. Theorems [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] hold. When α > 0 with frustration, the MLM theorem don't hold, therefore the uniqueness of the ground state may be broken.
In the S=1/2 case, at α = 0 there is the exact results by Bethe Ansatz [2, 3, 4, 5] , where excitation spectra are known, and these results are consistent with our theorems. At α = 1/2 there is another type exact result [6] . It is shown two-fold exactly degenerate ground states q = 0, π, even for finite size.
In general S, for α large enough, it has been reported that the vector chiral long range order phase appears [20, 21] .
Bilinear-biqudratic (BLBQ) spin chain
We consider bilinear-biquadratic (BLBQ) spin chain :
This Hamiltonian is invariant with z-axis rotation, translation, space inversion(link parity, site parity), and π rotation around y-axis. Note that in this case although there appear terms such that
it is straightforward to show the relation (35). Therefore, theorems [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] hold. When α > 0 with frustration, the MLM theorem don't hold, In the case of S=1, there are exact solutions by Bethe Ansatz at α = 1 [16] where gapless excitations are at q = 0, ±2π/3, and α = −1 [17] where gapless excitations are at q = 0, π. At α = 1/3 there is another type exact result [7] . It has been proved a unique ground state with the energy gap. These results are consistent with theorems [1-9].
XXZ spin chain with staggered field
This Hamiltonian is invariant with z-axis rotation, translation by two sites, space inversion(site parity). Theorems [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] and Theorem [9] hold with several changes. Considering two spins in one unit cell, we should use the translation operator by two sites and rewrite the [Lemma 1] as:
where we use 2S is integer.
XXZ spin chain with bond-alternation
This Hamiltonian is invariant with z-axis rotation, translation by two sites, space inversion(link parity), and π rotation around y-axis.
Theorems [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] hold with several changes. [Lemma 1] becomes
In the case of δ = 0, ∆ ≫ 0 the ground state is Néel state, that is, two-fold degenerate (q = 0, π). Therefore, when |δ| ≪ 1, corresponding to the folding of the Brillouin zone, the lowest ground state is two-fold degenerate in the subspace S 
Dzyaloshinskii-Moriya type interaction
The Dzyaloshinskii-Moriya type interaction [14, 15] 
is U(1) and translational invariant, but antisymmetric for the space inversion. One can show easily (35), therefore [Theorem 1-6] hold. Note that in this case there is not the q → −q symmetry in the dispersion curve, which may be related with the spin spiral ordering.
Nonsymmetric spin ladder
We can consider a spin ladder model with nonsymmetic interaction shown in Fig. 3 with U(1) symmetry. 
Lieb, Schultz and Mattis [1] discussed as follows:
where |Ψ 0 is the ground state. The remaining reasoning is similar as ours. However, we think there are some problems in their method. First, for (80) it is easy to show
whereas for (72), it is
for the BLBQ model(73), it is cumbersome to derive [10] (
These calculations, which become more difficult for complicated models, are highly model dependent. Secondly, when the ground state becomes degenerate in the infinite limit as in the spin fluid region, the statement
may become subtle. For example, considering energy eigenstateŝ
such that lim
and setting
then,
Problems of Oshikawa-Yamanaka-Affleck discussion
Oshikawa, Yamanaka and Affleck [13] have assumed the space inversion symmetry or the spin reversal symmetry of the model. Although they have not presented explicitly the reason, we guess it would be a workaround to avoid the difficulty of the previous subsection. In fact, given the term
when model is space inversion symmetric, from [Lemma 2] it sufficeŝ
or when model is spin reversal symmtric, from [Lemma 3] it suffices
therefore, it is apparent
where the stateP |Ψ 0 = |Ψ 0 orÛ y π |Ψ 0 = |Ψ 0 . However, there are problems. First, for the states |S z T ; q , the discussion becomes not so simple; one should use the combination |S z T ; q + |S z T ; −q , which leads the three wave numbers inequality (32), not the original LSM type.
Secondly, with the discrete symmetry assumption, several models are excluded such as Dzyaloshinskii-Moriya interaction, or nonsymmetric spin ladders, or distorted diamond chain models with a staggered field. • S: half-integer case
In the S z T = 0 subspace, besides the conventional two lowest energy states, there appears the possibility of four degenerate lowest energy states with the incommensurate wave number ±q ic , ±(π − q ic ).
